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Abstract: This research on capital structure aims to find out the optimum capital structure composition that
can increase firm’s value. Optimum capital structure can be explained theoretically throughtwo theories,
namelythe pecking order theory and the trade-off  theory. Hypothesis testing was conducted to know better
explanatory variables of  these two theories. The sample was a purposive sampling from non financial companies.
The data were analyzed using linear regression for pecking order theory and partial adjustment model for
trade-off  theory. The results show that non financial companies in Indonesia followthe pattern in the trade-
off  theory rather thanpecking order theory.
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INTRODUCTION

Failurein determining the composition of  capital structure could potentially bring the companiesinto financial
difficulties; as a result, it may lead to bankruptcy. The composition balance between debt and optimum
capital turns into a very complex and important discussion of  financial management. The success of
capital structure composition is reflected by high value of  the firm and low weighted capital cost. Firm’scapital
structure has an effect on the value of  the firm; for example, the price of  securities on the stock exchange
reflects the capital structure (Manurung, 2012). Investors or decision makers in the capital market often
pay attention to the firm’s capital structure prior to making an investment (Tirsono, 2008).

Optimum funding composition in practice is not the same from one company to another but the
funding pattern can be explained theoretically. Theory of  capital structure was initiated in 1958 by Modigliani
and Miller that was better known as the theory of  MM without tax. It stated that the value of  the firm is
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not affected by the capital structure (irrelevant capital structure). The theory can be interpreted that the
composition of  internal and external funding sources will not affect the firm’s valueat all so that levered
and unlevered companies contain the same value. The theory of  MM suggests the condition could be real
with fairly stringent assumptions, namely, efficient capital market, no transaction fees, no taxes, and no
asymmetry of  information (Modigliani & Miller, 1958).

In 1963, MM revised their theory by eliminating one assumption, namely tax hereinafter referred to as
MM with taxes. MM addedtaxes so that the capital structure has an impact on the company. This idea is
based on the existence of  debt tax shield, that is,debt interest can reduce taxes (tax deductible) that must be
paid out by the company to the Government. In this condition, the company dominated by debt gains
advantages in the form of  cash-flow savings as a result of  the debt interest (Modigliani & Miller, 1963). As
the implication, the optimum capital structure is entirely formed from the debt but the assumption of  the
financial distress is ignored. Testing on theories of  capital structure continues to be the basis of  decision-
making and additional empirical evidence to achieve a consensus on the optimum capital structure. MM
without tax (1958) and with tax (1963) have encouraged the development of  theory of  capital structure;
furthermore, assumptions of  financial distress, asymmetry of  information, agency cost and taxes have
widened views on the concept of  capital structure that give birth to the two theories i.e. pecking order
theory and the trade-off  theory.

The development of  the of  capital structure theory that is often used to describe firm’s behavior is
the pecking order theory. The theory of  stages of  funding was popularized by Myers and Majluf  (1984)
withinformation asymmetry approach between investors and management. Pecking order theory emphasizes
that optimum funding decision does not settarget on optimum leverage. This theory explains that firm’s
behavior in funding is based on the fund cost hierarchy, with internal funding source or retained earnings
as the top priority. If  there is deficit, then we give priority to the use of  more corporate debt rather than
issuing new shares. The pecking order theory exists due toinformation asymmetry received between
shareholders and management (Myers, 1984).

The trade-off  theory was as criticism toward the theory proposed by Modigliani & Miller (1963). MM
with tax requires thatoptimum capital structure is entirely made up of  debt, but ignores financial distress
assumption. In practice, there’s no composition of  firm’s capital structure that consists only of  debt because
it is closer to the risk of  bankruptcy. At a certain point, the value of  the firm will decrease because of  the
possibility of  higher bankruptcy costs compared with the profit gained from the tax savings by the firm
(Myers, 2001). Balance between profit and risk acquired through debt is a framework oftrade-off  theory.
The trade-off  theory is unlike the pecking order theory because it declares a target of  optimum debt levels
that can maximize the firm’s value. When the debt reaches the optimum level, the value of  the firm also
attains the highest point, while wacc is at the lowest point (Moyo et al., 1995). Conceptually, the
targetedoptimumleverage is set when the profit gained by the firm through debt tax shield is higher than
the financial distress (Myers, 2001).

The motivation to conduct this research is divided into two parts, namely diversity of  research results
and diversity of  the testing methods that lead to different conclusions. First, the diversity of  research
results regarding the explanation of  the funding behavior in a country causes further testing needs to be
done. The testing of  pecking order theory and trade off  theory in one new equation has been carried out
several times. Research on capital structure in Indonesia are dominated by finding determinant factors
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(Tirsono, 2008; Wardianto, 2012; Sari, 2014; Waskito, 2008) and the testing on the pecking order theory
(Christianti, 2008; Ruslim, 2009). This study tests the pecking order theory and trade off  theory partially
and also do the testing of  both theories in one equation. This is necessary to do to describe the behavior of
funding in Indonesia. Second, diversity of  the testing methods makes different ways of  drawing conclusions.
The testing on pecking order theory and the trade-off  theory can employ the relationship between
determinant variables in capital structure (Sawitri & Darmayanti, 2014; Mahardhika, 2012; Wardianto,
2012; Yuliati, 2011; Bundala, 2012; Collins, et al. 2013; Vanacker & Manigart, 2008; Moyo, et al. 2013)and
approaches by Shyam-sunder & Myers (1999) and Flannery &Rangan (2006). The testing on pecking order
theory employs studies on linkage between variables, but it has disadvantages because by looking only as
the influence of  determinant variables on capital structure could not be considered that the pecking order
exists; furthermore, when there is inconsistency of  influence between variables, drawingconclusion is difficult
to realize (Vasiliou, Eriotis, &Daskalakis, 2009). Shyam-sunder & Myers (1999)’sapproach underlies the the
model on corporate funding deficit. If  the firm is experiencing internal funding deficit, the firm will make
a debt. Funding deficit comes from lack of  internal sources to fund investment and less commitment to
share dividends. Flannery & Rangan (2006) applied the trade-off  theory testing by using adjustment model
to find out how fast the firm being tested adjusts the level of  its debt. This test utilizedapproach from
Flannery &Rangan (2006) and Shyam-sunder &Myers (1999) in order to draw conclusions for a better
theory in explaining the behavior of  funding in the firms listed on IDX.

This research aims to examine: (1) the pattern of  the pecking order theory on manufacturing companies
listed on the Indonesia’s Stock Exchange; (2) the pattern of  the trade-off  theory on manufacturing companies
listed on the Indonesia’sStock Exchange.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

The background of  the trade-off  theory and the pecking order theory was derived from MM (1957 &
1963) by engaging assumptions, namely agency theory and information asymmetry. The trade-off  theory is
based on agency theory, while the pecking order theory is according to the information asymmetry. Both
theories offer different points of  view in explaining the behavior of  corporate funding.

The act of  maximizing profits or the firm’s value is reflected in the behavior of  some or all individuals
within the firm, including the managerial level. As a result, theirbehaviour will be contained in the agreement/
contract between the manager with the company which then result in the presence of  Agency cost in
conjunction with the Agency Theory. Agency costs are all costs that arise from the separation of  ownership
and control between owners and management. The firm which bears too high agency cost will cause
decrease their value; this is in fact contrary to the main purpose of  the theory of  capital structure. This
condition needs to be given much attention to suppress the agency costs and thus the company can achieve
a maximum value as desired by the shareholders. Agency costs can be minimized through the mechanism
of  bonding and monitoring (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Bonding can be done through policy on dividends,
ownership structure and debt structure. Removing potential agency conflicts between shareholders
andmanagers cannot only be through contract; it is much more effective to include debt as the funding
source (Harris & Raviv, 1991). Trade off  theory applies the debt structure approach to suppress the possibility
of  agency conflicts. More intense use of  debt will lead to higher level of  scrutiny from the creditorsto the
company. Creditor has expectation that the fund channeled to the firm can be paid out along with the
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interest that has been mutually agreed. To achieve the goal, the creditor performs supervision on the
managers and evaluation in a certain period to ensure that the funds disbursed are utilized efficiently. The
high level of  scrutiny carried out by a third party can lessen the freedom of  management in formulating
policies whichdo not meet the purpose of  shareholders.

Information asymmetry is when there is an information gap between management and shareholders.
Such situation occurs as the impact of  prolonged agency conflicts. In the firm’s perspective, management
always has more complete information than the shareholders due to the separation of  control. Pecking
order theory bases the funding on information asymmetry. Management attempts to meet the operational
and investment needs from funding source with the least amount of  information disclosed, in this case, the
internal source. Management tries to cover up information regarding the actual condition of  the company
in order to set appropriate policies based ontheir own interests. If  the company requires external funding
source, they choose debt as the top priority as it is considered a positive signal to investors with less
information. The information gap between management-shareholder is utilized by management to convince
them that the company’s share price is undervalued. The undervalued shares provide a positive signal; the
movement of  a stock price will be towards intrinsic pricethat hasthe potential to benefit from capital gains.
Conversely, if  the company fulfils the need of  their funding through advanced issuance of  new shares, the
market will react negatively because the market perceives stock price as overvalued. The management
controlling the company’s information certainly knows the company better than the prospective investors
who can only estimate whether the stocks are undervalued or overvalued (Frank & Goyal, 2004).

The balance offunding composition can maximize the relative firm’s value between the firm and the
industry. The maximum firm’s value according to the pecking order theory is not based on debt and
balance of  capital but on a pattern of  behavior in choosing the funding. Each funding source has priority
scale in constructing the capital structure of  the company. The order of  priority scaleis categorized into
two, namely the capital costs and information asymmetry (Myers &Majluf, 1984). Erita (2009) points out
that the firm’s funding behavior on the construction sector, property and real estate registered in IDX
suggests the pattern of  pecking order. Companies with high profit and total assets have rich internal
funding sources to meet the needs of  the companies in the upcoming period. If  the companies do require,
funding, they tend to choose long-term debt to cover the deficit in the internal condition. Sawitri&Darmayanti
(2014) found there is a significant negative relationship between dividend payout ratio and investments.
Manufacturing companies in Indonesia try to choose whether to have dividend payout ratio or investment.
Research shows the pecking order theory is also demonstrated by Butt, et al. (2013); Santosuosso (2013);
Sheikh, et al. (2012); Vidal & Ugedo 2005; Degryse, et al. (2010); Collins, et al. (2013). Based on the
aforementioned descriptions, the first hypothesis presented in this study is:

H1: There is abehavioural pattern of  pecking order theory in non financial companies in Indonesia.

The trade-off  theory focuses on debt sources. Debt in the trade-off  theory holds the leading role in
constructing the capital structure in order to maximize the value of  the firm. The faster movement of  the
leverage to reach optimum point might imply that the company implements trade-off  approaches in their
funding. The adjustment ofleverage is restricted by the financial distress, so that the company’s management
should balance the use of  debt (Myers, 2001). The use of  debt as a primary funding source is supported by
the fact that the cost from debt can be as payable tax reduction and can suppress agency conflits between
management and shareholders. Research on trade-off  theory performed by Hardiyanto (2014) in Indonesia’s
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Stock Exchange concludes there is adjustment in leveragetowards the desired target. Companies in Indonesia
will take approximately 2 years 3 months to adjust the debt to equity ratio. The long period of  adjustment
is because the companies already use long-term debt in their investment. Companies that follow the patterns
of  trade-off  theory have huge total asset measured from the size of  the companies. A large number of
asset management makes it easy to provide an assurance of  obtaining loans from a third party (Darminto
& Manurung, 2008). Other research supports the trade-off  theory, includingMoyo, et al. (2013) and Eldomiaty
& Ismail (2008). Hence, the second hypothesis presented in this study is:

H2: There is a behavioural pattern of  the trade-off  theory in the non financial companiesin Indonesia.

Pecking order theory and the trade-off  theory are two most frequently debated theories to explain the
phenomena inbuilding the capital structure. Pecking order theory explains that the optimum capital
composition is based on asymmetry of  information, whereas the trade-off  theory is based on agency
theory. In a different perspective, pecking order theory pays attention to the fulfillment of  funding
needs through an order, while the trade-off  theory concerns adjustment of  leverage to the optimum
level with consideration on financial distress. Empirical testing continues to do to find out the most
dominant theory in explaining the capital structure. The conclusion drawn from the debates is that the
two theories are not mutually exclusive, but there must beone predominant theory in describing the
capital structure(Matemilola & Banny, 2011; Mazen, 2012; Dedes & Cornelius, 2010; Cai & Ghosh,
2003; Sheikh & Wang, 2011; Darminto & Manurung, 2008).Based on the description, the third hypothesis
presented in this study is:

H3: Pecking order theory has explanatory variables better than the trade-off  theory in the non financial companies in
Indonesia.

RESEARCH METHOD

Population and Samples

This research was conducted by involving population of  public companies listed on the Indonesia’s Stock
Exchange (IDX) during the years 2010-2013. The base year of  2010 was decided based on the fact that the
IDXhas been through the period of  crisis that occurred in 2008. Indonesia was hit by the domino effect of
the crisis in the US and experiencing a recovery until 2009. The year 2013 became the last year considering
novelty and update on data and empirical research on capital structure in Indonesia. The number of
samples used as a total of  324 enterprises.

The sampling technique utilized was purposive sampling, and the criteria used to select the sample
were:

a) Public, nonfinancial companies listed in IDX during the period of  research.

b) The companies had never been delisted during the research period and had financial statements
and reports to financial statements which were publised from 2010-2013. The second purposive
sampling aimed at fulfiling the data needed for research. If  the companies were delisted and the
necessary data were not published, the companies were excluded from the sample to continue
the stages in the research.
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Research Data

The data in this study were secondary data namely the amount of  internal funding deficit involving multiple
components of  financial statements such as the payment of  dividends, investments, changes in the
companies’ working capital, and net cash flows received after interest and taxes. In addition to internal
deficits, variables used were the tangible assets, size of  the company, company growth, ROA, and the past
debts as the determinant factors of  the debt. Secondary data obtained from the financial reports were
published and available on the official website of  the Indonesia’sStock Exchange.

Research Variables

The proxy of  Pecking order theory utilized approaches by Shyam-sunder & Myers (1999) that were revised
byChirinko, et al. (2006) by insertingtwocontrol variables of  deficits and surpluses. This research tried to
distinguish the influence between surplus and deficit against changes to the use of  debt. Meanwhile, the
proxy of  trade-off  theory employed the target debt ratio with the dynamic approach proposed by Flannery
& Rangan (2006). The target debt ratio estimation by offering dynamic approach used a proxy based on
regression of  determinant factors by Harris & Raviv, (1991); Darminto & Manurung, (2008); Dedes &
Cornelius, (2010). Those variables were tangible asset, size, non debt tax shields, company growth, the past
debt and ROA. Technical measurement of  proxies of  the pecking order theory and trade-off  theory are
described in brief  through the table 1 as follows:

Table 1
Brief  Definition of  Operational Variables

No. Variable Definition Measurement

1. DEF Funding Deficits (Dividend+Investment+Äworking Capital) –Cash Flow

2. ÄD Changes in Total Debt D
t
 – D

t-1

3. TA Tangible Asset Property Plant Equipment/Total Asset

4. Size Company size Logaritm of  Natural Total Asset at year t

5. NDTS Non Debt Tax Shield Depreciation/Total Assetyear t

6. GRW Company Growth Price / Book Ratioyear t

7. ROA Return On Asset EAT / Average Asset year t

8. PD Past Debt D
t-1

Analytical Methods

Analytical methods used were multiple regression and Partial Adjusment Model (PAM).

(a) Pecking Order Theory

Testing on pecking order theory by multiple regression method used dummy variables. Multiple regression
is a method of  regression analysis to find out the influence of  dependentvariables against independent
variables. The independent variable of  the equationwasfunding deficit and the dummy variable of  surplus-
deficit became the control variable, whereas the dependent variable was the change in the totalleverage.
Pecking order theory equation is shown as follows:
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�D = � + �
PO

DEF + �
1
d + e

t

Notation:

�D : Changes of  the leverage

DEF : Funding deficit

d : Dummy surplus-deficit

� : Constant

� : Coefficient

(b) Trade-off  Theory

Testing on the trade-off  theory was divided into two parts, namely using multiple regression to estimate
the desired leverage by the companies and Partial Adjustment Model to estimate variables which in the
equation accommodate actual differences ofkala/lag developed by Mark Nerlove (Gujarati, 2003). In this
model, the actual dependent variable denoted as Y* was an expected optimum value. The linear equations
for this model can be written as follows:

Y
t
* = �

0
 + �

1
X

t
 + e

t

Y
t
* : Expected dependent variable

X
t

: Independent variable predicted to influence Y
t
*

e
t

:
 
error

Because the expected Y value of  could not be observed directly, Nerlove proposed a hypothesis
known as partial adjustment (partial adjustment) as follows:

�D = � + �
TO

 (D*
it
 – D

it-1
) + eit

Notation:

�D : Actual changes of  debt value

D*
it
–D

it-1
:
 
Expected changes of  debt value

� : Coefficient of adjustment (0 < � � 1)

If  the value of  � = 1, it means the actual debt is equal to the expected debt. If  the value of  � = 0, this
implies at the time of  observation, the actual debt is similar to the previous year debt (no change). �D is
estimated to have a value ranging between 0 to 1 because the expected debt difficult is to achieve due to
determinant factors affecting the actual events. Estimation of  the expected leverage uses a dynamic approach,
with the regression-based proxy. Analysis of  expected debt levels in this study has been done by the partial
adjustment model with the equation:

D*
it
 = � + �

TA
 + �

NDTS
 + �

SIZE
 + �

GRW
+ �

ROA
 + �

PD
 + e

t

Notation:

D
it
* : Expected leverage

TA : Tangible asset
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SIZE : Company size

GRW : Company growth

ROA : Return On Asset

PD : Previous debt

e
t

:
 
error

(c) Pecking Order Theory & Trade-off  Theory

The testing on pecking order theory and the trade-off  theory was conducted in anequation using multiple
regression as follows:

�D = � + �
PO

 + �
TO 

+ e
t

�D : Short term debt

�
PO

: Coefficient of  pecking order

�
TO

: Coefficient of trade-off

e
t

:
 
error

Based on the development of  hypothesis and literature review as for the research model shown by
figure 1 as follows:

Figure 1: Research Model

Indonesia’s 
Capital Structure 

H3 

 
ΔD DEF 

Pecking Order Theory 

H1 

 
ΔD D*- Dit-1 

Trade-off Theory 

H2 

ANALYSIS RESULTS

Hypothesis Testing

Hypothesis testing using multiple regressionis to identify the influence among variables. In addition to test
the hypothesis, the influence between variables is used as a basis in identifying the results of  research.

Results of  Testing on Hypothesis 1

Influence of  internal funding of  deficits to changes in leverage can be explained through the equation:

�D = 0,01168 – 0,10566DEF**

Description: ** = significant at � = 0.05
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Variable Coeficient Std. Error t-statistics p-value

Constant 116.8835 132.6272 0.881294 0.3793

Internal Funding Deficit -0.105662 0.049724 -2.124964 0.0349

R-squared 0.022861

F-statistic 4.515472

p-value (F-statistics) 0.034862

The data processing resultssuggest that internal funding deficit hada negative influence on changes in
leverage and that the hypotheses formulated were rejected. The results indicate that the higher internal
funding deficit will minimizechanges in the leverage, meaning that the companies cover the internal funding
deficits by using other funding sources. The companies are indicated to use capital as a funding source to
cover internal deficit and investment. The results of  this research are supported by the study of  Fama&
French (2005) and Leary & Roberts (2005 & 2010) who also found a negative and significant influence of
internal funding deficit coefficient. Companies trying to meet their funding through internal sources can
minimize risk and have lower possibility of  information asymmetry.

Fama & French (2005) reveal that in a critical condition, there are some other funding sourcesthan
debt and issuing share to new investors in the capital market. Fama& French (2005) divide the funding
sources into 4 types,namely 3 alternativeSEO and 1 merger with stock. SEO in question is issuing shares to
employees (ESOP), right issues and direct purchase while the alternatives outside the SEO is merger with
the stock. This actually is not applicable in Indonesia, but the rights issue is the only most relevant thing.
Right issue is one of  the corporate actions often done by a total of  82 companies during the research
period 2010-2013. Right issue is preferred because it provides an opportunity for owners of  previous stock
to improve the level of  ownership in the company. Companies would get a low risk funding source and
also suppress information asymmetry. Capital becomes part of  the company’s funding sources and but not
the only alternative. The results in this study show that the companies did not follow the pattern of  the
pecking order theory because they did not follow the hierarchy of  funding as required.

Results of  Testing onHypothesis 2

The influence of  changes in the expected leverage to changes in the actual leverage can be explained
through the equation below:

�D = -0,00193 + 1.14201(D*
it
 – D

it-1
)**

Description: ** = significant at � = 0,05

Variable Coeficient Std. Error t-statistics p-value

Constant -0.00193 118.0674 -0.163489 0.8703

Changes in expected leverage 1.14201 0.158744 7.194041 0.0000

R-squared 0.211454

F-statistic 51.75423

p-value (F-statistics) 0.000000
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The results of  the data processing above suggest the changes in the expected leverage showed a
significantly positive effect to changes in the actual leverage. This is in accordance with the hypothesis that
companies are following the pattern of  the trade-off  theory. The companies were trying to adjust their
leverage from year to year to gain an advantage obtained through tax benefits. The coefficient of  the trade-
off  theory showed the value of  1.142 or of  114,2%. The adjustment done by the companies each year
wasby increasing the level of  debt amounting to 14.2% from the previous year. The result of  this research
was supported by findings of  the previous research by Darminto & Manurung (2008); Fama & French
(2002); Flannery & Rangan (2006); Hardiyanto (2014). Fama& French (2002) in their study conclude the
level of  adjustment between 7-10% for companies that pay dividends in the US, and between 15-18% for
companies that do not pay dividends. Moreover, Darminto&Manurung (2008) found 11.6% rate of
adjustment annually in BEI. Flannery &Rangan (2006) investigatingfirms in the US also stated that the
period of  adjustment is influenced by the applicable Econometrics technique.

Result of  Testing on Hypothesis 3

The influence of  internal funding deficit to changes in the actual leverage can be explained through the
equation below:

Variable Coeficient Std. Error t-statistics p-value

Constant -35.24739 117.4719 -0.300049 0.7645

Pecking order theory -0.085815 0.043512 -1.972204 0.0500

Trade-off  theory 1.135094 0.157608 7.202014 0.0000

R-squared 0.227111

F-statistic 28.20934

p-value (F-statistics) 0.000000

The trade-off  theory had better explanatory variables than the pecking order theory. This result is not
in accordance with the third hypothesis. This research was supported by Cai&Ghosh (2003) and Sheikh &
Wang (2011) who conclude that both hypotheses are not mutually mutually exclusive but have one theory
which has better explanatory variables. Cai&Ghosh (2003) tested the pecking order theory and the trade-
off  theory by considering the industry average. Industry is following the pattern of  trade-off  theory only
when the company leverage is below the average industry leverage. The company leverage in Indonesia is
still below the average industry leverage so that it still opens for opportunity for applying for laons in the
coming period. The average industry leverage is the benchmark of  companies so as not to attract the
attention of  the Government that can lead to inspection over the fairness of  leverage. The Government in
Indonesia has the right to determine the fairness of  leverage regulated in Law No. 36 year 2008 Article 18,
thatcauses companies to their leverage target with the average industry leverage as the upper limit.

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The study found that there is no pattern of  the pecking order theory in Indonesia after testing the level of
internal funding deficit against the changes of  leverage. The changes in expected leverage have a positive
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affecton the changes in actual leverage; this means that companies in Indonesia tend to follow the pattern
of  the trade-off  theory. The findings are supported with the testing of  the third hypothesis which suggests
that the pattern of  trade-off  theory has explanatory variables better than the pattern of  pecking order
theory.

This study has limitations that could be recommendations for further research. The study only focuses
on two theories i.e. the pecking order theory and the trade-off  theory. Further research is expected to
consider the use of  equity market timing pointed out by Baker & Wurgler, 2002 so as to expand understanding
on the formation of  the capital structure. Further research are expected to focus not only on financial
reports but rather on the underlying reasons why companies prefer to adjust their target by using a qualitative
approach. The rationale is that the pecking order theory is a hypothesis based on behavior pattern in
choosing funding; hence, it will have a broad understanding of  how financial managers of  companies
attempt to meet their funding.
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